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MANAGED

SERVICES

Defining Managed
Services?

First, let’s try to define what managed
services means.

To understand managed services, you

ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA, MANAGED SERVICES IS:

first have to understand what the term

“The practice of outsourcing on a proactive basis management responsibilities

means, and therein lies the problem. Ask

and functions and a strategic method for improving operations and cutting

10 people how they define managed

expenses. It appears as an alternative to the break/fix or on-demand

services and you will likely get 10

outsourcing model where the service provider performs on-

different answers. That makes grasping

demand services and bills the customer only for the work

the concept of managed services

done. Under this subscription model, the client or

“cloudy” and much more difficult to
understand. This is unfortunate because
there are some real benefits to this
method of managing and delivering IT
services within today’s organizations.

customer is the entity that owns or has direct oversight
of the organization or system being managed
whereas the managed services provider (MSP) is the
service provider delivering the managed services.
The client and the MSP are bound by a contractual,
service-level agreement that states the performance
and quality metrics of their relationship.” 1

2

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Managed_services

What are they saying?
Let’s see if we can make
this a little clearer.
Basically, you are engaging with an external IT company,
called a managed services provider or an MSP, to manage
some or all your IT services. Some examples of services that
can be managed include email, antivirus, anti-spam, data
backup or help desk to name just a few.
An agreement between you and the MSP defines what,
when and where they will manage those services along with
how their performance will be measured. It is basically an
outsourcing model. The objective of this relationship is for
your MSP to understand your business well enough to align
the technology required with the goals set for your business.
You end up focusing on your business, because you’re great
at it, and your MSP focuses on the IT because they do it
best. That, in a nutshell, is managed services.

Monitoring

Proactive
Support

Reporting/
Analytics

MANAGED
SERVICES
Simplified
Billing

Remote
Support

Scheduled
Maintenance
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Centralized
Management

Common types of
services delivered
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Managed Print Services
Often grouped just outside the larger framework of
managed services, managed print enables remote
monitoring, updating and management of an
organization’s document management infrastructure.

Managed Networks and Infrastructure
These services include managed lP VPNs, which are
widely used for secure, high-performance and costeffective networking. Also, managed hosting and storage
services falls into this category. These services eliminate
the cost of owning and running a data center – the MSP
will provide that back-end under an SLA. Likewise,
managed LAN and WAN services also help to reduce total
cost of ownership (TCO).

Managed Support Services
This service handles traditional help desk responsibilities,
including trouble ticketing for IT problems among
employees and resolution mechanisms.

Managed Security Services
This type of managed service provides a broad range of
solutions from patch management to antivirus, malware
and other remote security updates.

Managed Cloud Infrastructure Services
With managed cloud, the MSP’s or cloud provider’s
engineers manage the customers’ computing, storage,
networks and operating systems. lt also may include
managing the tools and application stacks (e.g.
databases, e-commerce platforms and DevOps tools)
that run on top of that infrastructure. Often customers can
choose which functions to manage in-house and which
to outsource to the service provider. In some cases where
there are multiple cloud providers, the MSP fulfills to role
of “cloud orchestrator.”

Managed Communications Services
This managed service merges data, voice, and video
services on the same IP network. It also can include
a managed contact center that combines traditional
call center features with intelligent IP call routing and
integrates e-mail, phone, Web, instant messaging, fax,
and other human or automated forms of customer
contact.

Managed Software as a Service
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery is inherently
managed. The provider hosts and delivers the application
to the customer and makes sure that it is constantly
updated and improved. In some cases the MSP is the
SaaS provider and in others it resells the services and
assists with integrations to other
on-premises and cloud applications.

Managed Wireless and Mobile Computing Services
Like managed hosting and storage, this service enables
wireless capabilities without the capital expenditure and
implementation.
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Why Managed Services?
The importance of technology for
all businesses, big and small, has
increased substantially over the last
several years. Today, the reliance on
technology is extensive. Employees
rely on and use a variety of
technologies such as smartphones,
tablets, VoIP and cloud computing
to perform their daily responsibilities
and tasks. All these technologies help
companies achieve their goals, but
managing them can be overwhelming for
any IT person, let alone a non-IT person. So
how do you deal with this reality?
Some companies hire a team of IT specialists
to look after their technology. This can prove to
be an expensive proposition given the level of
expertise and variety of skills required to support
all IT functions, but it may be viable for larger
organizations with abundant budgets. Having
said this, we have been seeing more and more
of these organizations partner with an MSP
to leverage their toolset, processes and the
experience of their resources. In most cases,
the right MSP will deliver added value to any
organization.

Some organizations have
engaged with contractors
or service providers
to deliver reactive
support services when
something breaks.
The challenge with
a reactive support
model is that the service
provider will intervene
only after the problem is
reported. Unfortunately, they
are acting to resolve an issue
after it has disrupted the business.
Generally there is nothing in place to anticipate or
prevent an issue from occurring. At first glance,
a reactive support model may appear to be
less expensive, but the end result is inefficient,
disruptive, risky for the business, and in fact the
most costly.
There lies the benefit of managed services.
Because your IT is being monitored, maintained
and managed proactively, issues are dealt with
before they become disruptive, risk is mitigated
and issues resolved quickly using remote
technologies.
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10 Factors Driving
Managed Services Adoption
All the above makes sense but why should you
sign up for managed services? CompTIA, a highly
respected authority in the IT business, published
the top 10 factors driving organizations to adopt
managed services.
Top 10 Factors Driving
Managed Services Adoption2
1. Improve security
2. Proactive approach to IT problems
3. Better uptime
4. Gain access to newer technologies
5. Cost savings over in-house IT
6. Peace of mind
7. Free internal staff for strategic work
8. Tap into cloud solutions
9. Lack of internal IT
10. Handle remote office IT
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2 CompTIA, Buying Guide for Managed Services, August 15, 2016,
https://www.comptia.org/resources/2016-managed-services-buying-guide

Things to consider when
looking at outsourcing your
IT services
Engaging with an MSP to deliver services appears to
be the right thing to do. In the majority of cases, this
is true. There are however things that you need
to consider prior to making your decision.
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Internet access
Since the basis of managed services depends
on the remote management of equipment and
technologies, internet bandwidth and reliability is
of upmost importance. Ensure that you have the
connectivity and redundancy that your business
requires.
Integration
IT systems and applications don’t work in silos.
Cloud based services will need to interact with
other cloud based services and/or the on premise
systems and applications. Compatibility and the
ease of integration of the different technologies
must be evaluated.
Out of scope costs
Managed services are billed as a utility, so you
know your monthly costs. You must also be aware
of other expenses that are possibly not included
in the scope of managed services. As an example,
technology upgrades are considered projects, and
these are generally considered as out of scope.

Contract exit clause
What happens if you are not satisfied with your
provider? What happens if your situation changes
and the services are no longer required? It is
important that an option to exit the agreement
is clearly indicated in your agreement. Evaluate
the delays and associated costs for exiting the
contract. Also, make sure you can get out of the
agreement in the case of non-performance of the
MSP.
Skills mapping
An MSP can provide an incredible amount of
expertise in areas that are key to your business.
It is important that you understand your technical
needs and map them to the abilities of the MSP. For
example, the MSP has excellent Microsoft expertise
but may lack the Apple knowledge that you require.
Maximize your coverage to avoid multiple partners
and possible finger pointing.
Flexibility and control
Managed services are all about a common set of
practices that the MSP puts in place to make sure
your technology hums. How comfortable are you
with adhering to these practices that will be
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implemented within your business? Coming to
terms with this will help you determine whether you
are ready for a managed services relationship.
Regulatory requirements
Are you in an industry that requires you to adhere
to regulatory requirements? If so, you need to
engage with an MSP that can help you achieve and
maintain compliance.
Service-Level Agreement (SLA)
A Service-level agreement needs to clearly outline
details regarding the hours of support, security
and privacy guarantees, performance metrics and
exit clauses. There should be no edges. Everything
needs to be spelled out. The SLA should also
clearly define the deliverables, and hold the MSP
accountable for their performance. In essence, the
SLA sets the expectation for both parties.

What to look for when
choosing an MSP
Typing “managed service provider” in your
search engine will probably give you a long
list of providers in your area to choose from.
How do you choose the right partner? Here
are some of the characteristics to consider
and questions to ask when evaluating your
options.
Expertise and experience
Take the time to evaluate the expertise and
experience of the different service providers.
Some offer services in specific industries
while others, may not have the skills or
experience to service your business needs.
Here are some questions you should ask:
• How long have you been in business?
• What industries do you service?
• Have you worked with a company in my
industry?
• What size businesses do you work with?

Scope of services
The list of managed services outlined in
this document is not the be all and end
all of services being offered, nor does
it imply that every MSP offers all these
services. Understand which services the
MSP is offering and whether these are the
options that your business needs. Also
evaluate if the MSP can provide advice on
which technologies would be best for your
business. You should ask:
• D
 o you offer custom solutions for your
customers?
• How will your services benefit my
business?
• How does your team stay on top of the
latest technologies and IT trends?
Reputation of managed service
provider within the market
Credibility and trustworthiness of an
MSP are very important. A reputable MSP
will not have any issues providing you with
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customer references and testimonials.
Talking to current and previous customers,
and looking at their online reputation should
give you a good idea of how reliable,
respectable, credible and trustworthy
the MSP is. Don’t be afraid to ask them
questions such as:
• How do you resolve customer complaints?
• Have any customers requested to exit
their contract in the past 12 months?
• In the past 12 months, have any
customers refused to renew
their agreement at the end
of their term?

Support quality
You want to be certain that the MSP
can address your IT issues quickly and
consistently. Incidents will happen, so
how will they be handled? Question their
processes and ask questions like:
• H
 ow quickly do you respond to
an issue?
• What is the escalation process?
• W
 hat are the different ways that a
customer can submit an issue?
• What are the standard support hours?
• D
 o you offer extended hours
support? Is support available on
weekends and holidays?
Client account management
As stated earlier, technology and IT
is critical to the success of a
business. So, if you are going to
outsource your IT services to
an MSP, then you want them
to be your Partner.

The relationship needs to be more than
meeting an SLA and providing reports.
As important as that is, the relationship
needs to include your business objectives
and how technology can help achieve
them. Things to know about managing
your account include:
• Who is your main contact?
• Who is responsible for different aspects
of the agreement?
• Who is responsible for the evolution of
our technology?
• How often will they meet with you
to discuss business objectives and
planning?
Proactivity of the MSP
Your MSP is there to help you reduce
risks, improve productivity and efficiency,
and maximize the return on your IT
investments. Ask them questions like:
• H
 ow will you help me streamline my
IT processes? What will you do to
achieve this?
• How will you help me avoid recurring
issues with my technology?
• How will you help me mitigate risks?
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Value analysis
The evaluation of any new partner
involves a cost versus value analysis.
Remember that the lowest cost does
not always provide the best value. By
the same token, the most expensive
option does not necessarily translate into
the best service. Here are some of the
things the MSP needs to explain so you
can determine exactly what you will be
receiving for the money invested:
• Can you outline the benefits of the
services you are offering?
• How do you determine your
monthly fee?
• Why are you more expensive than the
others? Or, why are you less expensive
than the others?
• What are the additional benefits you
can bring to the table? What services
are not included in the offer?

CONCLUSION

Choosing to outsource your IT services to a managed services provider may seem like a daunting task. After all, you are giving your service partner
the responsibility of managing your IT and entrusting them to be an integral part of the success of your business. We recommend that you consider all
aspects, and make an informed decision that addresses both your evolving business needs and your budget.
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ABOUT MICROAGE
Operating in Canada since 1981, the MicroAge network delivers IT Services and Solutions through 30 locations from coast to coast. We provide businesses with
access to over 400 knowledgeable, certified technicians, national service delivery, logistical support and distribution, and of course, Managed IT Services. MicroAge
helps businesses of all sizes leverage their technology investments to address their business requirements. We offer peace of mind to allow you to focus on your
business while we take care of your IT.
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